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name:      date:  

TesTmedieval Church and the bible

i. use the words to fill in the blanks correctly. 

1. the bible was inspired by      .

2. the language of the original old testament was      .

3. the language of the original new testament was      .

4. during the medieval times the bible was read in this language:  

    

5. the         are the oldest known copies of 

biblical writings.

6. the King james version was published in the year      .

7. a        was a place where monks lived and 

worked.

8.        and        were 

religious people who devoted their lives to god and gave up families and 

personal belongings.

1216

greek

monks

1985

god

nuns

english

hebrew

latin

monastery

dead sea scrolls

1611
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J. Match the people and the facts about them.

1.    Waldensians 

2.    thomas aquinas

3.    st. patrick

4.    peter valdes

5.    bernard of Clairvaux

6.    st. Francis of assisi

K. Match the people and the facts about them.

1.    john Wycliffe

2.    William tyndale

3.    jan hus

4.    johann gutenberg

a. missionary to ireland for thirty years

b. Founder of the Waldensians in France

c. Christians who were poor and persecuted

d. promoted the Crusades; wrote many hymns

e. Known for gentleness and love of nature

f. Known for excellent thinking and reasoning

a. Wanted bible translated into Czech

b. invented printing press

c. translated bible into english

d. translated bible into english
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L. of the people we studied in either the “Medieval church” unit or “the 
Bible” unit, choose two people whom you wish you could have met. 
write several facts about them and why you would like to meet them. write 
at least five sentences for each person.

person 1:  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

person 2:  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


